The Seven Bowls of Wrath
Revelation 16:1-21

1A. 1st Bowl: Loathsome Sores (vs. 1-2)

1B. The first of the seven angels pours his bowl on the earth, and oozing, ulcerous s______ broke out on all those who had the m______ of the B________ and worshipped his i__________.

2B. God protected the remaining b__________ from being affected by the sores.

2A. 2nd Bowl: Sea Turns to Blood (vs. 3)

1B. The second bowl is poured into the s______, and all the oceans of the world turn into b__________, “like that of a d______ man.” Obviously, “every l_______ t__________” in the sea died.

3A. 3rd Bowl: Fresh Waters Turn to Blood (vs. 4-7)

1B. The third angel pours his bowl out on all the f______ w________ sources of the earth, and they too turn to b__________. Now there is no drinking water left on the earth.

2B. The angel affirms God’s justice in giving the earth’s unbelievers blood to drink, for they spilled the blood of the “s________ and p__________.”

5A. 5th Bowl: Darkness and Pain (vs. 10-11)

1B. The fifth angel pours his bowl over the throne of the Beast, and his whole worldwide kingdom is thrust into d__________.

2B. This supernatural darkness brings such misery with it that men will actually g______ their tongues because of the pain. But they continue to b__________ God.

6A. 6th Bowl: Preparation for Armageddon (vs. 12-16)

1B. As the sixth angel pours out his bowl, demons that look like f______ will come out of the mouths of the D__________, the B______, and the F________ P__________. They will convince the kings of the world to gather in battle against Christ at A__________.

7A. 7th Bowl: Enormous Earthquake (vs. 17-21)

1B. The last angel pours his bowl into the air, at which point the entire earth experiences an e__________ of a magnitude never seen before. J__________ will be split into three parts. B__________ will be destroyed. All islands and m____________ will disappear, and Jerusalem will be left the highest location on earth. Enormous h__________ will also pelt the earth, and unbelievers will still blaspheme God.

Walking In The Truth: As Christians, we are responsible to live out God’s Word in our daily lives (Matthew 7:24-27; Luke 6:46; James 1:22-25). Upon studying and being taught God’s Word, we need to ask ourselves: How can I apply, in a practical way, the divine truths and principles of God’s Word that I have heard today? What changes do I need to make in my thoughts, attitudes, and actions in order to be more Christ-like?